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A mnemonic is a memory aid used to improve long term memory and make the process of consolidation
easier. Many chemistry aspects, rules, names of compounds, sequences of elements, their reactivity, etc.,
can be easily and efficiently memorized with the help of mnemonics.
List of chemistry mnemonics - Wikipedia
Chemistry is the scientific discipline involved with elements and compounds composed of atoms, molecules
and ions: their composition, structure, properties, behavior and the changes they undergo during a reaction
with other substances. In the scope of its subject, chemistry occupies an intermediate position between
physics and biology. It is sometimes called the central science because it ...
Chemistry - Wikipedia
Our zinc page has over 300 facts that span 109 different quantities. Each entry has a full citation identifying
its source. Areas covered include atomic structure, physical properties, atomic interaction, thermodynamics,
identification, atomic size, crystal structure, history, abundances, and nomenclature.
Zinc | The Periodic Table at KnowledgeDoor
At room temperature, sodium hydroxide is a white crystalline odorless solid that absorbs moisture from the
air. It is a manufactured substance.
Sodium hydroxide | NaOH - PubChem
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Pearson Prentice Hall and our other respected imprints provide educational materials, technologies,
assessments and related services across the secondary curriculum.
Prentice Hall Bridge page
Nel 1789 Antoine Lavoisier pubblicÃ² una lista di 33 elementi chimici, raggruppandoli in gas, metalli,
non-metalli e terrosi; i chimici spesero il secolo successivo in cerca di uno schema di classificazione piÃ¹
preciso. Nel 1829 Johann Wolfgang DÃ¶bereiner osservÃ² che la maggior parte degli elementi si poteva
raggruppare in gruppi di tre in base alle loro proprietÃ chimiche.
Tavola periodica degli elementi - Wikipedia
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